
Doorking 1802EPD Rev E Cheat Sheet 

I recommend you document everything you will program prior to doing it. You will 

need it now and YOU WILL NEED IT LATER when you make changes. Failure to have 

documentation will make future programming very difficult. You may have to start 

over by deleting everything and reprogram from the beginning. 

 

NOTE: When each programming step is performed correctly, a short tone (beep) will be heard. When the 

programming session is ended, a long tone (beeeeeep) will be heard.  

 

Step 1: Change the master code. (Only done this one time and you don’t have to if you want to leave the 

factory code) 

Factory setting = 9999  

1.    Open the cabinet of the telephone entry system and turn the master code switch (the small toggle switch) 
on  

2.    Enter a four-digit master code _ _ _ _ then press * (beep).  

3.    Turn the master code switch off and close the cabinet. 

 

Step 2: Programming the Directory Code Length 

1.    Press *20 and enter the four-digit MASTER CODE _ _ _ _ (beep).  

2.    Enter the directory code digit length by pressing the 1 key then press * (beep).  

3.     Press 1* (beeeeeep) to confirm the change. 

 

 
 
Step 3: Programming Area Codes  
 
You can enter up to 15 different area codes into this system. They are referenced as 
 01-15. An example might be 01 = 301, 02 = 240, 03 = 703, etc. You need to write down 
which number you associate with each area code you enter into the system because you 
will need it later. Always. Forever. Keep it for future programming. 
 
 
 
1. Press *24 and enter the four-digit MASTER CODE _ _ _ _ (beep).  
2. Enter a 2-digit area code REFERENCE NUMBER _ _ (01 through 15) then press * (beep).  
3.  Enter the AREA CODE _ _ _ _ then press * (beep). NOTE: for 10-digit calling requirements, enter # and     
the three-digit area code.  

4.   Repeat steps 2 and 3 to enter additional area codes. Remember to use a different area code  
REFERENCE NUMBER when entering more area codes.  

5.   Press 0# TOGETHER to end this programming step (beeeeeep). 

 



 

 

Step 4: Programming Phone Numbers with Area Code Reference  
 

 
1. Press *41 and enter the four-digit MASTER CODE _ _ _ _ (beep).  
 
2.    Enter a directory code (Unit 1, 2, 3 or 4) then press * (beep).  

3.    Enter the 2 digit area code REFERENCE NUMBER _ _ then press * (beep).  

4.    Enter the seven-digit phone number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ then press * (beep). 

5.    Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 to enter additional long distance phone numbers.  

6.    Press 0# TOGETHER to end this programming step (beeeeeep). 
 
 
 

 
Entry Code Programming  
 
Four-Digit Entry Code Programming 
 
This programming sequence programs four-digit entry codes into the system memory.  We suggest that all 
entry codes that are programmed into the system be listed with the names of persons that they have been 
assigned to. 
 

 
1. Press *02 and enter the four-digit MASTER CODE _ _ _ _ (beep).  
2. Enter the four-digit entry code _ _ _ _ then press * (beep).  
3. Repeat step 2 to enter additional entry codes.  
4.    Press 0# TOGETHER to end this programming step (beeeeeep). 
 
 
 

 
Programming Letters and Numbers  

 

 
When entering names into the electronic directory using the system keypad, pressing the key once  
will display the first letter listed on the button, pressing twice will display the second letter, pressing it a third 
time will display the third letter, and pressing it a fourth time will display the number (or fourth letter).  
 
Example using the number 6 key:  

Press one time to display the letter M  

Press two times to display the letter N  

Press three times to display the letter O  

Press four times to display the number 6  

 

Note: 

To add a space press 1* 

To clear press # (This will clear the entire line) 

 

 
 
 
 



 
 
Programming Names  
 

Before beginning manual programming of this telephone entry system from the keypad, it is strongly 
recommended that the resident log sheets in the back of this manual be competed in their entirety. This will 
make programming easier and can be used as a reference when entering phone numbers, names and entry 
codes.  

When you are entering names into the electronic directory, remember to press * after each desired letter, 
number, or space is displayed on the LCD. When the entire name is displayed on the directory, press * again 
to enter the entire name into the directory. If you make a mistake, simply press # to clear the display and start 
over. Names cannot be more than 11 characters in length - spaces count as a character. Names are 
referenced to a phone number by entering the directory code that the persons phone number has been 
programmed to. 

 

 
1. Press *66 and enter the four-digit MASTER CODE _ _ _ _ (beep). DIR CODE is displayed.  
 
2.    Enter the directory code (Unit number) then press * (beep). 11 CHAR NAME is displayed.  

3.    Begin entering the residents name one character at a time. When the desired character (letter, number or 
space) is displayed, press * to enter that character.  

4.   Repeat step 3 to enter additional characters until the desired name is displayed in the directory. NOTE 1: 
11 characters maximum. NOTE 2: If you make a mistake, press # to clear the display and start over.  

5.  After the last character has been entered, press * again (beep) to enter the complete name. The display 
will be blank.  

6.   Repeat steps 2, 3, 4, and 5 to enter additional names.  

7. Press 0# TOGETHER to end this programming step. SORTING will be displayed while the system 
alphabetizes the names. This may take a few minutes. When the sorting is complete, a long beep (beeeeeep) 
will be heard. 

 

 

 
 

THAT’S IT! 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Deleting Individual Phone Numbers  
 
 
This programming sequence is used to delete a single phone number under a known directory code.  

1.   Press *01 and enter the four-digit MASTER CODE _ _ _ _ (beep).  

2.   Enter the directory code (Unit #) of the phone number to be deleted then press * (beep).  
 
3.   Press # # # # # # # (7 times) then press * (beep).  

4.   Repeat steps 2 and 3 to delete additional phone numbers.  

5.   Press 0# TOGETHER to end this programming step (beeeeeep). 
 
 

 
Display Phone Numbers with known Directory Codes  
 

 
Use this programming sequence to display phone numbers, area codes and area code reference numbers 
programmed under known directory codes, i.e. if you wanted to see what is programmed under directory 
code 2719 (assuming directory codes have been programmed for four digits). This programming sequence 
will not allow you to delete phone numbers.  

1.    Press *06 and enter the four-digit MASTER CODE _ _ _ _ (beep).  

2.    Enter the directory code that you wish to display the information for then press * (beep).  
 
3.  The information programmed under the directory code entered in step 2 will be displaced on the 
programming display. The telephone number will display for 2 seconds, then the area code reference number 
and area code will display for 2 seconds. This sequence will repeat itself. If C C C C C C C is displayed, this 
indicates that no phone number has been programmed under the entered directory code. If the first digit is 
flashing, this is the area code reference code and indicates that the number displayed is a long distance 
number.  

4.    To display additional phone numbers press * and repeat step 2.  

5.    Press 0# TOGETHER to end this programming step (beeeeeep). 
 
 
Delete a Single Name  
 

 
1. Press * 65 and enter the four-digit MASTER CODE _ _ _ _ (beep). The display shows: *=NEXT, 

0=ERASE. Press any key to display the first name in the memory.  
2. Press * to keep the name or press 0 to erase the name. The next name is displayed.  
3. Repeat step 2 to keep skipping or erasing names.  
4. Press 0# TOGETHER to end the programming session. When the programming is ended, the display will 

read SORTING while the system alphabetizes the names. This may take a few minutes. A long beep 
(beeeeeep) will be heard when the sorting is complete.  

 
 
Delete Four-Digit Entry Codes 
 
1.    Press *14 and enter the four-digit MASTER CODE _ _ _ _ (beep).  

1. Enter the four-digit entry code _ _ _ _ to be deleted and then press * (beep).  
2. Repeat step 2 to delete more entry codes.  
3. Press 0# TOGETHER to end this programming step (beeeeeep).  


